
Yo Crypto friends and Metahumans around the Universe and Metaverse.

I am Dedeukwu and I’m about to share my understanding on the benefits of collaborations and
the future of DAOs.

NOW BENEFITS OF COLLABORATIONS
Collaboration is a key skill of creatives. Collaboration with other creatives can help to push your
career to new heights. Here are some benefits of musical collaboration.

Greater Recognition
By collaborating with other artists, you can effectively link your fanbases together, creating
greater recognition for both you and the artists you choose to work with. A collaboration can
launch a lesser-known musician into the public eye, generating accolades and sometimes huge
fanbase expansion.

A More Complete Vision
Sometimes a musical vision can only be completed by working with other artists or bands. If
you're writing a track that you think would be perfected by a certain instrument or voice, seeking
out other artists to work with can help you perfect your vision and produce better work.

Better Musicianship
Very often, collaboration presents opportunities to learn as well as to create. Maybe you aren’t
yet as good as you'd like; maybe you've encountered certain limitations with singing that you
want to address. Perfecting a collaboration can drive musicians to address their own unique
limitations and stretch the boundaries of what they are capable of musically – and challenging
those limitations makes way for better musicianship under any circumstance.

Networking Opportunities
Through collaboration, you may find that the artists you're working with can introduce you to yet
other artists – even ones you might already know and admire. Networking is vital to career in
expansion in every professional field, and music is no exception – and by forming working
relationships with other artists, you will forge new connections with every collaboration.

With the help of Mintbase, an NFTs marketplace built on NEAR PROTOCOL creatives can split
revenues and royalties of their collaborative project and record their various Crypto $NEAR
wallets in the smart contract without stress.

THE FUTURE OF DAO’s
In my opinion, DAOs will eventually replace the traditional model of organizations. A DAO is an
internet-native organization with core functions that are automated by smart contracts, and with
people who do the things that automation cannot.
DAOs are internet-based organizations that are collectively owned and controlled by its
members.



In the future, it’s likely that the average person will not work for a company. Instead, people will
earn income in non-traditional ways by taking actions such as playing games, learning new
skills, creating art, or curating content. This kind of shift in how we work is not unusual or
unexpected — the idea that most people would be employed by large corporations would have
seemed crazy to someone in the year 1800.

This shift is already beginning to unlock new earning potential for individuals, and it is leading
toward a growing transfer of value capture from organizations to people participating as
individuals in crypto networks.
The traditional way to make money was “work-to-earn,” but the future of income is “x-to-earn” —
play to earn, learn to earn, create to learn, and work to earn.

That won’t happen magically, however — it will require new decentralized autonomous
organizations (DAOs) that can coordinate all this new activity outside the context of corporate
systems. And the earning opportunities available in DAOs will be a function of the different types
of contributions DAOs need.

NEAR WEB3 ECOSYSTEM AND POTENTIALS
The future of the near protocol is very inclusive and that makes the potential endless.
The Near Web3 is a solution to the over-centralization of the web by a few "Big Tech"
companies.
Near provides improved data security, scalability and privacy beyond what is currently possible
with Web 2.0

Near web3 opens up new opportunities for creators because it is a creator community centered
protocol.

This will allow creators to build deeper relationships with their fans, and collaborate with other
creatives in the community allowing them make money in ways not previously possible. The
community feel will also help creators better understand fans demand.

The Near Web3 shows utility in terms of access to events, movie premiers, special sessions,
meeting your favorite actors and influencers, to providing economic returns by staking rewards,
gaming rewards.

Now to pioneers like Vandal, Vandal is the founder of DOA Records, co-founder to NXM, Near X
Music, the first music guild built on the near protocol.
he is as well the founder to many guilds that i can’t really mention, but a genius in the making.

To Vandal, the Future of DAOs
"DAOs are potentially the future framework for decentralized communities, or collective that
want to have transparent governance and distributions of funds. With so many applications for
DAO structures, it's just a matter of fine tuning the tooling and making it easier and more
intuitive to interact with, both on and off chain."



Chloe, Chloe is the founder of Marma Jay Foundation, a guild founded on the Near protocol for
humanitarian purposes.

To Chloe, she said:
“I guess I hope the future of DAOs is the ability for them to more efficiently support individuals
as they come together as communities to manage assets. Specifically, I'd love to see much
more DAO to DAO collaboration, and more ways for DAOs to disband efficiently.”

To Crans Paul, Crans Paul is the founder of Beat DAO under the Near protocol and a
co-founder to Near X Music, the first official music guild built on the Near protocol,

according to PaulCrans:
“In my opinion DAOs will change and changing everything, from a serious companies to music
crews releasing their joints.
In long term, once we will witness a mass adoption, DAOs will be responsible for upgrading
people's mindset about things around them.”

Future of DAOs by Osinachi
Osinachi is africa’s foremost crypto artiste pushing boundaries, he said :

“In the future, which isn't a long time from now, corporate organisations as we know them today
will be forced to go through an evolution of decentralisation. DAOs, or whatever name they may
choose to call it then, will be at the centre of this evolution. It will be able to give the power of
decision-making to the people”

And that is epic. That is everything we need to know about the future of daos and the benefits of
collaborations.

I, Dedeukwu, will urge you creatives to reach out to whoever you want to collaborate with, reach
out to them, talk to them about your ideas, do not be afraid because there’s a whole lot of
potentials to unlock in collaborations.

I am Dedeukwu, a co-founder to CTRL, co-founder to C1 Charity Guild built under the Near
protocol, a council member to the writer’s collective and a council member to the Graffiti DAO.
Thank you for your time.


